Assad to Putin: We Reject
Turkish
Aggression
and
Demographic Change
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Syrian President Bashar Al-Assad told his Russian counterpart
that Syria categorically rejects the Turkish aggression under
any guise, in other words, a rejection to the Russian –
Turkish agreement reached between Mr. Putin and the Turkish
pariah Erdogan.
In a phone conversation between the two heads of states
following the visit of the Turkish pariah Erdogan to Sochi,
Mr. Putin conveyed to Dr. Assad Russia’s agreement with the
Turks on combatting ‘all forms of terrorism’ in Syria!
Turkish pariah Erdogan has flip-flopped countless times and
failed for over a year to oblige his forces to meet his own
commitments under the Astana Agreement (Idlib Agreement) to
isolate Nusra Front terrorists from the other terrorist groups
in the province, instead, the Turkish pariah strengthed the
grip of the al-Qaeda Levant group over entrapped 3 million
Syrians in Idlib.
Russian President has convinced the Turkish pariah to replace
withdrawing US troops with Russian troops in the area which
Trump granted in northeast Syria to establish a Turkish
protectorate in. Mr. Putin sounds hopeful to be able to slowly
remove Erdogan forces from northern Syria by time, a repeat to
earlier bets on the Turks and the Kurds who instead took
advantage of the Russian position to occupy more land and
attempt to Israelize it.
However, Dr. Assad has stressed to Mr. Putin during the phone
conversation Syria’s rejection of all Turkish interventions,

attempts to carve out Syrian territories under any form and to
stop all forms of demographic changes to any areas by seeing
the displaced Syrians return to their homes.
The Turkish pariah wants to created a border province of up to
32 kilometers south of current Turkish borders inside Syria
and to replace the people of this land with anti-Islamic
Muslim Brotherhood Syrians with their families loyal to him.
Syria has fought all these years against any of these
attempts.
Mr. Putin taking Trump’s shoes over the Turks thinks this
would help solve the current crisis in Syria. It’s the same
mistake the West committed in our region for decades thinking
the people of the Levant are attached to their land by a real
estate contract that can be exchanged with other lands
anywhere. This Russian Turkish agreement if it includes such
swap of lands, similar to what Israel wants to do with the
Palestinians, is doomed to fail and will only cause much more
blood-shedding.
Dr. Assad conveyed this message to his Russian counterpart,
SANA conveyed his words as follows: ‘The President also
stressed the return of residents to their regions to stop any
previous attempts of any demographic change to which some
sides tried to impose, affirming Syria’s determination to
combat terrorism and occupation in any span of the Syrian
territories with all legitimate means.’
Dr. Assad told Mr. Putin that all blame for the current
situation with the Turkish aggression and spread of terror is
on ‘those with separatist agendas’ referring to the sellout
Kurdish separatist groups once supported by Russia.
Russia’s agreement with Turkey will give NATO useful idiot the
separatist Kurds 150 hours to withdraw from the proposed zone
Trump granted Turkey. Russian FM Lavrov stated that Russian
Military forces will enter this region to oversee the SDF

withdrawal starting today (October 23.)
In a complete breach of Syria’s sovereignty which Dr. Assad
rejected, the Syrian authorities will not be allowed to enter
the proposed Zone and will have to deploy border patrols along
the southern borders with this proposed zone. Syria, as per
all its officials, considers the respect to its sovereignty
includes its ability to govern all regions within its borders,
including the deployment of law enforces agencies, the Syrian
Arab Army, and Damascus’s control over municipal and local
administration.
Taking advantage of current engagement of the Syrian Arab Army
against NATO terrorists in Idlib and trying to change all of
the above under any guise will only lengthen the chaos in the
country, spill more blood, and cause endless conflicts in the
future, which for sure the Russians wouldn’t want to see but
fail to realize, for now, not to mention that the Turks can
never be trusted, let alone the reputation their current
leader earned for just that.
Syria has no other viable option, meanwhile, other than to
support popular resistance against Erdogan forces in the Trump
Zone, while eliminating terror in Idlib then march northeast
and eradicate Erdogan forces from there, bring back the Syrian
displaced families to their towns and villages, and restore
the country as it was pre-2011 until the complete liberation
of the Golan and Iskandaron.

